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BOSS UNVEILS WAZA-AIR BASS WIRELESS PERSONAL 
AMPLIFICATION SYSTEM  

A Breakthrough Bass Playing Experience with Immersive 3D Sound,  
Premium Amps and Effects, Onboard Rhythms, and More 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hamamatsu, Japan, September 2, 2021 — BOSS announces the Waza-Air Bass Wireless 
Personal Amplification System, a unique and inspiring over-ear playing solution for electric bassists. 
Equipped with breakthrough BOSS spatial technology first introduced with the Waza-Air system for 
guitarists, Waza-Air Bass provides a rich and immersive playing experience with dynamic 3D sound, 
premium bass-tuned amps and effects, and onboard rhythms. All-wireless connectivity enables 
freedom of movement, remote sound editing, and the ability to jam with music from mobile devices 
via Bluetooth® audio streaming 
 
Launched in 2019 to wide acclaim, Waza-Air forever changed the landscape for practicing guitarists, 
bringing immersive “amp-in-room” sound and feel to playing with headphones for the first time. Now, 
Waza-Air Bass makes this revolutionary experience available to all electric bass players, complete 
with a feature set perfectly tailored for their specific needs. 
 
Practicing bass at home through an amp can be problematic because low frequencies can travel 
through walls and disturb others. Using headphones is often a necessary solution, but the sound 
lacks the depth of the in-room experience. Waza-Air Bass changes that, restoring the natural 
dimension, resonance, and “moving air” feel that’s lost with traditional phones. An integrated gyro 
sensor tracks head movements as the user plays, driving sophisticated 3D algorithms that produce 
an immersive sound field with extraordinary spatial realism. 
 
Waza-Air Bass comes with loads of amps and effects specially tuned for bass, with full 
customization and ready-to-play presets available via the free BOSS Tone Studio app. Five different 
bass amp types provide everything from clean and punchy modern sounds to vintage and driven 
tube-style voicings, and over 30 effects are available from the vast BOSS bass effects library. And 
with six onboard memories, users can store favorite setups and scroll through them with dedicated 
buttons. 
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With a wide range of onboard rhythms, daily practice 
sessions with Waza-Air Bass are always fun and 
productive. Ten acoustic drum patterns are available, with 
easy BPM and reverb control in the BOSS Tone Studio 
app. There’s also a metronome with 32 rhythm variations, 
including triplets and odd meters like 5/4 and 7/4. 
 
The advanced ambience setups in Waza-Air Bass provide 
three realistic environments to play in. Surround mode 
places the amp in a virtual room for a recording studio 
experience. Static mode provides natural spatial 
localization, where the combined amp and room sound 
continually changes depending on where the user moves 
their head. Stage mode delivers a full-on performance experience, with the amp sound coming from 
a virtual backline behind the user, along with the onboard acoustic drum patterns or music streamed 
from a smartphone. 
 
All audio connectivity with Waza-Air Bass is 100-percent wireless, allowing users to move and play 
in complete freedom. Advanced wireless tech from BOSS’s renowned WL series provides premium 
sound quality, effortless set up, and great playing feel with ultra-low latency. The headphones and 
included transmitter also feature auto standby and wake functions, conserving the life of their built-in 
rechargeable batteries between playing sessions. 
 
BOSS has also introduced the CB-WZ-AIR, a custom carrying case for transporting and storing a 
Waza-Air or Waza-Air Bass system. The streamlined design features a semi-rigid EVA shell and 
durable polyester exterior, plus a high-density foam insert with precise cutouts for securely holding 
the headphones, WL-T transmitter, and USB charging cable. 
 
 
To learn more about Waza-Air Bass and the CB-WZ-AIR carrying case, visit www.boss.info. 
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About BOSS 
BOSS, a division of Roland Corporation, has achieved legendary status among guitarists, bassists, and 
vocalists with a diverse, world-leading product lineup of creative tools with exceptional sound, intuitive control, 
and rugged durability. Since 1977, BOSS's famous compact pedals have been used daily by everyone from 
beginners to touring professionals, with over 125 unique models introduced and over 17 million units sold to 
date. BOSS also leads the way with innovative gear in numerous other categories, from amplifiers, multi-
effects processors, and loopers to wireless systems, vocal effects, tuners, metronomes, rhythm machines, 
recorders, and more. For more information, visit Boss.info. 
 
About Roland Corporation 
For nearly 50 years, Roland’s innovative electronic musical instruments and multimedia products have fueled 
inspiration in artists and creators around the world. Embraced by hobbyists and professionals alike, the 
company’s trendsetting gear spans multiple categories, from pianos, synthesizers, guitar products, and 
electronic percussion to DJ controllers, audio/video solutions, livestreaming products, and more. As 
technology evolves, Roland continues to lead the way for gigging musicians, producers, and beatmakers, 
providing modern software-based solutions and seamless creative workflows between hardware products, 
computers, and mobile devices. For more information, visit Roland.com. 
 
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of 
such marks by Roland is under license. 
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